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acid conditions of the surrounding land and the mountains

1

aphid-vectored virus breaks through residual life of nymphs of propylene 
oxide modified fiber

1

reflections, reduced to their simplest forms, converge

1

our old friends must be dead, or removed, we thought, as we 
hesitated a moment

1

the decay develops rapidly, and the fruit is converted into a soft watery 
mass within a few days

1

if the skin is broken, the grayish mycelium and spore clusters develop 
within one hour

1

this condition can result from a number of situations that limit 
available calcium



1

unless houses are structurally redesigned

1

the decay develops rapidly forcing the narrowness of the concentric 
zones. une maison doit-elle être ruinée ici pour le salut d’un palais là-bas?

1

the giant cells in the placenta of the rabbit with only a small opening 
to the outside

1

the nucleus splits apart. buds with distorted growth

1

the bright golden mosaic is transmitted by the silverleaf whitefly, 
bemesia argentifolii

1

it symbolises also a compassionate person

1

shrieking is everything. have eyes. the awful “o” before fences
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destroyed dna il fut un temps où le monde regorgeait de vitalité

1

the temperature required for complete reaction must be low enough 
so there is little or no fiber degradation

1

the tissue surrounding the spots may become yellow in color

1

necrotic flecking can be used to monitor molecular bond rupture. 
la manifestation même de 

1

use good lens, collapse, dry up 
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Thanks to Xavier S. for having hosted the first version of CDK as 
part of UberTrashung magazine & art show (Garage 103 gallery, 
Nice, March-May, 2007), as well as to Paul Vangelisti for having 

published a new version of the text in issue #1 of OR (2008). 
I also owe the title of the piece to Xavier.


